
 

 

Takeout 
A Paranoia RPG One-Shot 

Mission Background 

Riddle-V-DEE-3, a senior member of Death Leopard, is throwing a multi-daycycle raver in a facility he 

managed to reassign to 'General Information Generalisation', a spurious shell project. After a couple of days 

of drugs and rock 'n' roll his fellow society members are getting a bit peckish, so he's arranged a special treat. 

Making sure that the mission is assigned to a troubleshooting team he knows to be both efficient and loyal 

he arranges a pizza delivery, making sure the ‘shipment’ is classified at a high enough level to discourage any 

tampering.  

Sadly the briefing officer, Marks-O-OOP-5, was a little over-zealous and assigned a WarBot to escort such a 

sensitive delivery, and made sure a cleared route was prepared - so every other Secret Society believes it to 

be an important MacGuffin and has started laying plans. On top of this the paranoia and fanaticism of WarBot 

SPT/59172 led to the demise of the trusted troubleshooting team before they even left the briefing room 

(due to casual handling of the shipment), and their rapid replacement with the players. 

1. Mission brief 

The players will be contacted through an urgent alert and politely requested to immediately present 

themselves at Briefing room ERF-19-42-33B. Given the urgency, throwing complications in their way is always 

amusing, especially when you have a stopwatch or timer running. 

Briefing room ERF-19-42-33B 

A small swarm of ScruBots is currently scouring this room clean. There are scorch marks and laser burns on 

the walls and ceiling, along with smears of organic fluids and fragments of terminated clones. A strong smell 

of burned metal hangs in the air. In the corner of the room is a high (2 metre) stack of 80 large, flat boxes 

(each about 1m x 1m x 2.5cm) sealed with green anti-tamper security tape. A clone can carry 10 of the boxes 

comfortably, 20 uncomfortably, and 40 with a lot of effort. Each box has various fragile and keep upright 

stickers plastered over it, and is faintly warm. 

A heavily armoured and armed WarBot, SPT/59172 (prefers to go by Spot) is patrolling protectively by the 

shipment. Some of its weapons are still visibly warm and it monitors the troubleshooters suspiciously as they 

arrive. 

The briefing officer, Marks-O-OOP-5, in an ill-fitting and heavily stained orange jumpsuit, is gripping the 

podium white-knuckled and looking nauseous. At all times he keeps the podium between himself and Spot, 

but will refuse to discuss the reason. The remains of several chairs can be seen piled in one corner. 

Briefing officer Marks-O-OOP-5 

Marks has only recently been promoted from Troubleshooting duties himself and is eager to make the most 

of his new position, and impress. He made the judgment call on seeing the shipment clearance to assign the 

WarBot, and arrange for the route to be cleared of all lower-clearance personnel (ensuring that various third 

parties are fully aware that there's a high classification shipment following a specific designated route). He's 

now feeling a little nervous that he may have made the wrong decision, but is too committed to do anything 

about it. 

WarBot SPT/59172 (Spot) 

Spot is a new model experimental WarBot for escort and close protection duties. It can scan a cargo in multiple 

wavelengths and determine any points of weakness or actions which may cause damage. In the case of this 
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shipment, Spot has decided any tip past the angle of 10 degrees will cause unacceptable damage to the 

contents. Obviously laser fire, explosions, dropping, kicking, throwing, or any other violent or sudden actions 

will also cause damage. Since the cargo is rated as Green, it is obviously more important that the shipment 

survives than the troubleshooters, and so Spot sees the team as little more than a combination of ablative 

armour for its escort subject, and cargo carrier devices. 

Spot is also certain that only the assigned troubleshooting team have permission to touch the shipment, aside 

from the authorised recipient at the point of delivery. Anyone other than the troubleshooting team making 

contact with the shipment will be considered treasonous and dealt with appropriately. Spot’s armament looks 

dramatic, but is running low on power since the firefight – enough to deal with any traitors on the 

troubleshooting team, but lacking anything to deal with major terrorist action. 

Once at least one player has entered the room Marks will begin their briefing. In his current state he will not 

handle interruptions well, simply talking over them. 

“There is a vital and urgent delivery to be taken to sector DEE. Given the highly classified nature of this delivery 

an elite, experienced Troubleshooting team has been assigned. They failed due to terrorist activity during 

briefing and so your team has been assigned. Take the shipment to DEE-39-A4 (Sector DEE, Level 39, 

Quadrant Alpha, Facility 4). Your designated secure route is available through your Coretech. SPT/59172 will 

accompany you to ensure the security of the shipment.” 

As soon as he has completed the briefing he will try to escape the room, keeping as far away from Spot as 

possible. He knows nothing about the contents of the shipment, only that there’s a bonus for quick delivery 

and that the escort is very particular. He will only discuss the fate of the previous team if he has absolutely no 

other option, as all he wants is to get to a dispenser and get a good orange-clearance prescription to wipe 

his brain clean. 

2. Complications 

Various complications can be thrown at the players depending on session time, whether things are getting 

bogged down and need a kick, if someone hasn’t died recently, or where it’s funny. These are a few 

suggestions which can be used. 

Designated Route 

Just because Marks-O made sure there was a cleared, designated route doesn’t mean it was successfully 

cleared. Corridors can easily be blocked, transit nodes fail, fires happen, swarms of blissed out Infrareds having 

painted themselves into a corridor with red paint, plenty can go wrong without deliberate malicious 

interference by others. 

Secret Societies 

Given the high security precautions taken, every secret society in Alpha Complex is now well aware of this 

vitally important secure shipment, and either wants to get hold of it, destroy it, or in one case steal a WarBot 

for their own purposes. Some missions that could be dropped on appropriate players, as examples: 

• Communists: This shipment rightfully belongs to the Communists for the benefits to be equally 

shared. Encourage your team to divide up the spoils between themselves equally and fairly rather 

than delivering. 
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• Illuminati: Ensure that shipment is diverted to DEE-39-A8 before final delivery, and is left alone in the 

storage room there for at least 3.39 minutes but no more than 4.01 minutes. Do not trust the 

equipment officer. 

• IntSec: There is a traitor in the team who has leaked information to a terrorist organisation who are 

planning to stage an attack to capture the shipment. Ensure that the attack fails and the traitor is 

captured for interrogation. 

And of course some secret societies won’t worry about using insiders on the team, whether they have them 

or not: 

• Phreak: The Phreaks couldn't care less about the shipment, but that experimental bot is definitely 

worth picking up. They will try throughout the mission to gain access to it through careful infiltration 

and convincing the team they can assist/help maintain the WarBot. If they gain access the bot will 

immediately designate them, the team, and anyone else nearby as traitors for tampering with Alpha 

Complex resources. 

• Psion: The target facility was previously a research facility into cloning, and has obviously now gone 

dark to find a way to eliminate mutants. This shipment must be some terrifying weapon to remove 

mutations. One of their more extreme cells will try to stage an attack shortly after arrival at the DEE 

sector. 

Spot 

Spot is very, very diligent. Any damage to the shipment, any failure to keep it perfectly intact, and any 

dawdling, will not be taken well. Spot will not reveal its diminished armament unless given absolutely no 

choice – and admittedly is more than capable of crushing the average troubleshooter beneath its tracks. 

Remember also that Spot has been ordered by a higher authority (than the troubleshooters anyway) that the 

shipment is vitally important – the troubleshooters are less so. 

3. Delivery 

Assuming at least one troubleshooter survives with at least one intact package, the delivery site is fairly easy 

to find by following the loud, throbbing noises. At the target a security door will be securely locked and 

barred, with a buzzer. Pressing the buzzer will draw out a barely-together lackey of Riddle who will try and 

accept the package. 

If the players try some nonsense about only delivering to Riddle, eventually he may emerge, but he will in no 

way be happy that they haven’t just handed it over as they should’ve done. Nor will be happy about the 

length of time, or the fact that it’s the wrong team, or that two of the boxes are on fire (if they are, which isn’t 

impossible). This sense of unhappiness will certainly have unfortunate consequences for Marks-O, and may 

for the team as well. 

On the other hand if one of the players seems particularly rock ‘n’ roll, it is a chance for a lackey to try and 

recruit and/or kidnap them for recruitment (as time and humour permits). 

4. Debrief, Rewards, and Penalties 

Marks will not be the debriefing officer as he is in a mandatory retoxification treatment following his demotion 

to Infrared. The debriefing room will be ERF-19-42-33A, which is about an hour’s travel distant from briefing 
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room ERF-19-42-33B. Instead the debriefing will be given by Jasper-Y-ALZ-3, a member of the Mystics who 

is utterly convinced that the troubleshooter’s mission was to inspect a facility experimenting with a new 

flavour of Bouncy Bubble Beverage, searching for terrorists who might try and steal the formula or sabotage 

the facility. Mission rewards and penalties will be given for the original mission, since completion was 

automatic, but any questions or interrogation will be about the BBB production mission. Obviously if the 

troubleshooters know nothing about it, they’re hiding something and may indeed be terrorists themselves 

plotting to sabotage the facility. 

 

 

 

Rewards XP Points Penalties XP Points 

Successful delivery 1000 Destruction/damage of each box -50 

Completion of SecSoc mission 500 Destruction of Spot -500 

  Late delivery -50/hour 

  

Achievements XP Points 

All boxes maintained intact 200 

Discover box contents 100 (and a treason star) 

Consume box contents 200 (and another treason star per slice) 

Take a laser bolt for the shipment 50 

 SPT/59172 (Spot) 

Skills 

Guns +3 

Melee +2 

Intimidate +1 

Stealth -4 

Health Boxes 

        

Notes 

Spot is a fanatic about his duty, experimentally 

designed to be unswerving in his duty. 

 


